
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1248

what!

As soon as these words came out, Wang Mingzhe and Jiang Xin were

completely stunned.

Their eyes widened, their faces were astonished, and they couldn’t

believe their ears.

A rubbish that was abandoned by the family, actually said that the

dignified Wang family is a trivial ant?

Who gave him the confidence?

This is more than just rants, it’s a deliberate death!

Now!

Wang Mingzhe face, is completely darkened:

“Well, today to face shame, I’ll let you re-recognize their own waste is

waste!!”

Said!

He suddenly slaughtered him, fisted at Lin Fan, and blasted towards

Lin Fan.

See it!

Jiang Xin laughed happily, and then ridiculed Zhang Yichen:

“Zhang Yichen, Wang Shao’s master is a veritable grandmaster, and

your concubine is over!”

“If you don’t want to follow the bad luck for a while, please quickly

apologize to Wang Shao. Then I will comfort him on the bed tonight.”

“Otherwise, there will be no one like you Zhang Yichen in the

entertainment circle after tomorrow.”

Click!

At this moment, the sound of bone fracture sounded crisply.

Then, Jiang Xin was horrified to see that Wang Mingzhe’s figure was as

if he had been hit by a train, he flew out and hit the ground heavily.

puff!

Wang Mingzhe vomited blood on the spot, half of his face was cracked.

He was actually slapped away by Lin Fan!

“Ahhhhh…”

The terrifying pain instantly hit from the cheeks, and quickly swept

through the whole body, causing Wang Mingzhe to roar bitterly.

This…

how is this possible!

Looking at Wang Mingzhe whose face was completely rotten, Jiang Xin

only felt that he was dreaming.

Wang Mingzhe was a disciple of the Grandmaster, but Lin Fan was

crippled with a slap in the face?

This is simply an illusion!

“Budget! Lin Fan, you bastard!”

“You dare to hit me, I want you to die! I must want you to die!”

Wang Mingzhe roared fiercely, already completely mad, he even let one

himself ever stepped on it. Hit the waste on the soles of your feet?

anger!

resentment!

At this moment, Wang Mingzhe wanted to smash Lin Fan into pieces!

“Zhang Yichen, and you bitch! You dare to let your concubine hit me,

I want the entire entertainment circle to completely block you and ruin

you!”

Just!

As soon as his voice fell, he suddenly felt a chill that swept through his

mind.

Then, he looked at Lin Fan in horror.

But when he saw Lin Fan’s face, a wicked smile appeared:

“It seems that you don’t understand human words!”

“Since you don’t want to roll, then… stay here forever!”

Boom !

Now!

Wang Mingzhe closed his mouth suddenly, and a deep look of horror

appeared on his face.

murderous look!

A strong to extreme murderous aura!

He didn’t even dream of thinking that such a terrifying murderous aura

was permeated by the only loyal guy back then.

It’s like having gone through hundreds of fights, and finally tempered

into a general, fierce to the extreme.

Seeing Lin Fan walking step by step, Wang Mingzhe was scared to pee.

This guy really intends to kill himself ?

“Big Brother Lin, don’t!”

Zhang Yichen suddenly yelled in panic, standing behind the Wang

family, but the wealthy leader Lin family.

She didn’t want to make Lin Fan angry because of herself.

Lin Fan glanced at her and said faintly: “You want to marry him?”

“Of course not!”

Zhang Yichen smiled bitterly. She hated Wang Mingzhe so much, how

could she want to marry him?

“Then I will kill him for you. If he is dead, you don’t have to marry

him.”

Understatement!

It’s as if you want to trample an ant to death at will.

It was deafening in the ears of Wang Mingzhe and Jiang Xin.

Killing the young master of the Wang family, China will no longer have

a place for Lin Fan in the future.

court death!

This guy is just looking for death!

madman!

This guy is simply a lunatic!

But just when Lin Fan was about to kill someone…

“Stop!”

A majestic rebuke was an abrupt sound!
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